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Abstract: We provide a simple proof of a necessary and sufficient condition for the
class group of a complex quadratic field to have exponent at most 2. This criterion is given
in terms of the form of the discriminant arising from the number of split primes less than the
Minkowski bound. We also prove a conjecture related to it which we left in earlier work.

1. Introduction. This continues Work in in the underlying quadratic order.
[1]-[5] to which we refer for notation and back- Lemma 2.1 Let A be a discriminant with
ground. In particular, a conjecture was made in q >-- 1, a squarefree divisor of lA ]. If a > 0 is an
[1, p.48] which gave a criterion for an arbitrary integer with F,q(x) a, where x is any non-
order (of positive or negative discriminant) to negative rational integer, then sd, where is
have class group generated by ambiguous ideals, the unique a-prime above q and is an -ideal
i.e. to have e <_ 2. However, in [2] we were able of norm a.
to provide counterexamples to the conjecture for Proof Form the ideal : [aq, (b + /)/2],
both positive and negative discriminants. It turns where b (2x + a- 1)q, then N((b + /)/2)
out that the conjecture in [1] was overly ambi- --qF,q(x) -aq. Therefore, s ((b+ -)/2)
tious, in that it included ramified primes, and it i.e. ---. [--1

was precisely the use of such primes which led Now we may state the criterion.
to the counterexamples in [2]. What we show he- Theorem 2.1 If A < 0 is a fundamental dis-
rein is that we do in fact have a criterion for criminant, then the following are equivalent.
A A0 <0, and it is even stronger than that (1) e <_2.

suggested by the conjecture in [1], provided that (2) For every split prime p < M, there exists a
we do not include the ramified primes. Effective- squarefree divisor q > p of A such that A
ly, what the conjecture in [1] claims, for A < O, q --4pq,
is that ea <--2 if and only if there exists a Proof. If (2)holds, then,(1)follows from [1,
squarefree divisor q _> 1 of A such that, for any Theorem 1.2, p.46] and Lemma 2.1, since
prime p < Ma relatively prime to q, there exists F,(O) -p when A O(mod 8), which we may
an integer x such that F,(x)] p. If we rood- assume, given that such a split prime p does not
ify this to say "any split prime p < M", rather otherwise exist. Conversely, if (1) holds and p
than primes p "relatively prime to q", then the < M is any split prime, then there exists an
conjecture holds. Furthermore, it is always true ideal I- [p, (b + /)/2] for some b Z with
for x 0! We proved this in [41 using the re- ]hi< p; and the result now follows from [3,
sults of [3]. Herein, we improve upon this by pro- Corollary 2.1]. [---]
viding a two line proof of this criterion. Furth- Theorem 2.1 provides a simple proof of the
ermore, we are able to prove a conjecture left in modified conjecture discussed at the outset, and
[41, which is related to the criterion, which we proved in [4] as a simple criterion for

2. The criterion. Before giving our simple the class group of a complex quadratic field to
proof of the criterion discussed above and the have exponent e 2. Moreover, we now prove a
conjecture related to it, we need a technical re- conjecture related to it, namely [4, Conjecture
sult which holds for arbitrary quadratic orders. 3.1].
What the following essentially says is that repre- Corollary .2.1 If A < 0 is a fundamental dis-
sentation of integers by binary quadratic forms criminant, p < M is a split prime, and ea <--2,
is tantamount to equivalence of the related ideals then the O-primes above p are reduced, i.e. there do
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not exist any non-reduced -ideals of norm p

Proof. Suppose that p M is a split prime
such that the ideal I--[p, (b 4-/)/2], with Ibl

p, is not reduced. By [3, Theorem 2.1(b)], p >
(b A)/(4p) c. [1]

Claim. b[ < c.
We assume that b > 0 since the other case [21

is similar. Ifp > b > c, thenp= ch- 1 and b=
c+ k with 0 < k < 1. Thus, 3p+ b 3(c+ [3]

1) z+ (c + k) > 4c + 4c1= 4cp. Hence, p >
(4cp- b)/3 -- A/3, a contradiction. [41

By the Claim, and [3, Theorem 2.1(b)] the
ideal (c, (--b+ )/2] is reduced. By the [51
Claim c cannot divide [A 1. Thus, by [3,Theorem
2.1(e)], bz- A 4c, forcing c p, a contradic-
tion.

This now completes the simple proof of the
criterion, as well as the proof of the related con-

jecture and so our task is accomplished.
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